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CreativeStudio Exercise 
Repeat Patterns- Stand Alone Mode- Nested Pattern Quilting Setup 
 

This exercise will focus on using the Repeat Patterns and the Fill feature in  
CreativeStudio with Stand Alone Mode (SAM). 

 
1. Open CreativeStudio on your laptop or desktop. 
2. In your Pattern Tab search for a pattern  

named Faster.  Refer to the video at approx.  
minute 2:00 for a demo of search patterns. 

3. Select the 1237e Faster Posies E2E pattern and  
double left click with your mouse to add it to your  
Project Tab. 

4. Change to your Project Tab and single click the 1237e Faster Posies E2E pattern to 
select it (the pattern when selected will be pink). 

5. Using your computer mouse and the Draw Boundary icon click a boundary on the 
computer screen sized 48” wide and 18” tall.  Refer to the video at approx. minute 
2:40 for a demo on drawing a boundary.   

6. Left click on the Repeat Patterns icon in your toolstrip. 
7. Click with your mouse on the computer (CAD) screen to place your first pattern in 

the upper left corner of the drawn boundary.  Note- I do not show a boundary in 
this portion of the video because I wanted you to have a better visual. Refer to the 
video at approx. minute 5:40. With that first pattern placed the Repeat Patterns 
setup box will open. 

8. In the SET TOTAL SIZE box  
enter 48” in the width and 60”  
in the height boxes. 
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9. Your computer screen should look like the picture below with visible gaps between 
the pattern rows. 

 
 

10. In your ‘Set Spacing’ box, enter the number -1.3 in the VERTICAL number as 
indicated by the picture below.  Refer to the video at approx. minute 10:39 for an 
explanation of the ‘Set Spacing’ setup box. 

 
 

11. CreativeStudio will close the spacing between the rows of the quilting setup as 
indicted by the picture. 
 

12. Click ok to close Repeat  
Patterns setup. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 


